
Poloidal Reynolds stress, and its in�uene on intrinsi rotation/momentumtransportÖ. D. Güran, P. H. Diamond, and C. J. MDevittCenter for Astrophysis and Spae Sienes, University of California,San Diego, 9500 Gilman Dr., La Jolla, CA92093-0424T. S. HahmPrineton University, Prineton Plasma Physis Laboratory, Prineton, NJ 08543-0451 USAOne of the key issues of anomalous momentum transport is that of poloidal rotation. Thisis due to both the e�ets of poloidal rotation on toroidal momentum transport, and beausepoloidal momentum itself an deviate from neolassial preditions and an be driven byturbulent proesses. First, using a simple ollisional drift wave turbulene model with bak-ground vortiity gradient, and then using a gyrokineti formulation, the poloidal Reynoldsstress has been derived. The results suggests that the dominant mehanism for the evolutionof poloidal rotation is potential vortiity (PV) homogenization. PV homogenization is aproess whereby the potential vortiity pro�le is mixed and homogenized. It is known tobe a useful �onstrained relaxation� priniple in the theory of geostrophi �uid dynamis.In ollisional drift wave turbulene (ala `Hasegawa-Wakatani'), total PV is the di�erene of�uid vortiity and density, so �PV homogenization� orresponds to both the ation of vor-tiity di�usion (i.e. turbulent visosity) and a ∇n driven in�ux of vortiity (i.e. a residualstress driving poloidal �ow). Even though this study is part of an attempt to desribe theturbulent transport of the momentum vetor in the presene of radial eletri �eld shearand geometry e�ets. Here, the fous will be on the dynamis of the poloidal omponent,where a areful analytial derivation is ompared with results from a linear experiment. Theadvantage of using a linear experiment to verify the poloidal part of the model is two-fold.First a simple ollisional drift wave losure is plausible for a linear experiment and seond,the poloidal momentum dynamis is isolated as there is no �toroidal rotation� in a lineardevie. Suh veri�ation is essential for an understanding of the full system with geometrye�ets, where the poloidal omponent is known to play an important role, but an not beisolated par the fat that the toroidal momentum dynamis is non-trivial.


